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A Labour Movement That Cares

SCTU Marks 60 Years Of Learning
By Nicholas Lee

T

he Singapore Chinese
Teachers' Union
(SCTU) celebrated its
60th anniversary on
28 September 2013 with a
seminar cum luncheon for its
members. Gracing the occasion
was Minister For Education
Heng Swee Keat. Some 350
guests came together to reflect
on the teaching and learning
of the Chinese language,
and to discover the future
developments of Chinese
education in Singapore in light
of the rising importance of the
Chinese language globally.
Participants got to hear
from two keynote speakers
- Korean Professor Maeng
Joooeck and Singaporean
creative advertising talent Lim
Sau Hoong - and also got to
listen in on a panel discussion
themed `Chinese Language
Teaching And Learning: Beyond
The Past And Towards the
Future’.
In her opening address,
SCTU President Lian Hwee
Eng remarked: "As a person
celebrates 60 years of age as a

Panel discussion on “Chinese Language Teaching and Learning: Beyond the Past and Towards
the Future”

hallmark in his life, SCTU's journey
in the past 60 years has not been
easy." She took the opportunity
to thank the many people who
have supported the union in its
journey. "Because of your support
and work, we can come together
today to celebrate the union's 60th
anniversary," said Madam Lian.
She also shared that at the recent
U Summit in August, SCTU was
awarded the U Breakthrough Award
for its efforts in recruiting members.
Mr Heng also shared the
Ministry of Education’s (MOE) plans
to launch a kindergarten to enable
children to start learning languages
at a younger age. He added that
studies have shown that children
are better able to learn languages
at a young age when they are
exposed through listening and
speaking the language.

He also urged for more
partnership between schools,
parents and community partners
to create an environment which is
conducive for the learning of the
Chinese language, such as injecting
cultural elements inside and
outside the classroom to enhance
the learning of the Chinese
language. “The key is how to make
these partnerships more extensive,
more sustainable, so that more
students benefit,” said Mr Heng.
Speaking to reporters, Madam
Lian shared that the union had
deliberated how best to hold a
celebration for its 60th anniversary.
She said: “We wanted a platform for
our union members to benefit and
learn from experts in the teaching of
the Chinese language, which is why
we decided to hold such a seminar.”
She suggested that for the Chinese

Pressing On To Recruit
By Nicholas Lee

P

erseverance and sheer grit.
These were the traits displayed
when 34 participants of the
annual U League competition
pitted themselves against one
another for the title of the U League
2013 Champion.
The final round which took
place on 14 & 17 August 2013 at
the link way between Tampines
Mall and Century Square saw the
34 participants putting what they
have learnt at an exclusive training
conducted by Kaplan Professional
to the test.
The annual U League event
which started in April 2011 is a
competition for recruiters with the
objective to up-skill and motivate
the recruiters to increase overall
membership targets. Additionally,
the competition has even become
a friendly competition amongst

unions, all with the same mission
of increasing overall membership
numbers. This year's challenge
attracted more than 500 union
leaders and branch officials to
participate in the challenge
between April to June.
The U League challenge
comprises of a quantitative and
qualitative portion. The quantitative
portion of the challenge was the
Semi-Finals which made up 60 per
cent of the overall score where the
number of new members recruited
from April 2013 to June 2013 was
taken into account. The qualitative
portion was the Finals which
comprises 20 per cent of the overall
score where participants displayed
their skills at an on-site recruitment
drive. The remaining 20 per cent of
the overall score was based upon
the attendance of participants at
the training session conducted by
Kaplan Professional.

Amalgamated Union Of Public Employees
(AUPE) participant M Elangovan (centre)
trying to recruit a potential member as
NTUC President Diana Chia (right) observes.

Amalgamated Union of
Public Employees (AUPE) General
Secretary Ma Wei Cheng noticed
that the performances of the
participants were excellent.
He said: "You could see the
enthusiasm when they first came
in this morning... they were very
persuasive and were thus able to
recruit so many new members." Mr
Ma also shared his take about the
importance of such a challenge.
He said that at such an event, the

language to be embraced by
more Singaporeans, restrictions
for the study of Higher Chinese
should be eased. “Some
students may be good in
Chinese, but as their results for
English or Mathematics is not
good, they are encouraged
to forgo Higher Chinese,” she
added.
Some 40 members of
the SCTU will attend the 6th
International Chinese Teaching
Forum in Kunming, China,
in November this year as
part of the 60th Anniversary
celebrations. The forum,
initiated by the SCTU 10
years ago, aims to provide
local Chinese educators with
a platform to enhance their
professional standards.
As part of the union's efforts
to `Do Good’ for its members,
the SCTU also gave out book
prizes to 56 members' children.
These book prizes, partially
funded by the NTUC U Care
Fund, were handed out by local
philanthropist Mah Jia Lan,
SCTU Advisor and Member of
Parliament Baey Yam Keng as
well as NTUC Deputy SecretaryGeneral Heng Chee How.

publicity does create awareness
of the union and the Labour
Movement which is important.
The real stars of the day were
the participants who fought hard to
recruit members. They put in every
effort to reach out to passers-by to
tell them more about the benefits
of union membership. "Through
this experience, I am able to learn
about my own ability and how
I can better reach out to recruit
members," said a participant from
AUPE.
Another participant shared
her experience. "I felt that the
competition was very challenging
but exciting. I tried my best, but it
was until the very last minute that I
managed to recruit someone," said
Ms Tan Sow Geok from the United
Workers of Electronics & Electrical
Industries (UWEEI).
The results and names of
the winners of the U League
Competition will be announced in
November 2013 at an appreciation
event.

